I will	
  be talking about patient reluctance. I will	
  first talk about some of the barriers to
engagement and	
   then	
   turn	
   to talking about some potential strategies to increase
participation.
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The talk will	
  have a negative side and then an optimistic side.
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In	
  terms of what we know about patient involvement in	
  decision	
   making, Carman	
   and	
  
colleagues pointed out in a really helpful article that patients can be engaged at a wide
variety of levels and a wide variety of different ways. So when we talk about patient
engagement, we could	
   be talking about them wanting to be really involved	
   in	
  the
information	
   exchange -‐-‐what their condition	
   is, what their options are, what the risks and	
  
benefits are, or we can	
  be talking about patients being engaged	
  in	
  the actual decision-‐
making process and the final	
  decision made, or we could be talking about this at a meta	
  
level	
  w here you might have patients engaged in policymaking or in the case of PCORI,
helping us a researchers think about what outcomes matter to patients. I think it’s helpful
to have in	
  the back of tour mind	
  that even	
   though	
   we’re primarily concerned	
   with	
  patient
engagement and	
   decision	
   making, there are a lot of ways that patients can	
  be engaged	
   -‐-‐
not only the patient experience, but also health	
   outcomes. This desire to be engaged	
  varies
by individual and	
   may vary by conditions that are more complex with	
  m ore uncertain	
  
outcomes for the choices available. But at a basic level	
  w e know that patients really do
have a strong desire to be involved. However, we know that patient involvement is often	
  
lower than	
   desired.
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What are some barriers to patients being engaged? What are some of these causes of
reluctanceI’m going to kind	
   of break this down	
   into two broad	
   conceptual categories.
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The first conceptual	
   category is individual	
   barriers. What are things that might cause a
patient to be reluctant to be engaged? The first major factor is the issue of education	
   and	
  
health	
   literacy. There’s this great example of a study that was done that showed	
   that the
majority of patients in	
  the study did	
   not understand	
   the terminology that was being used	
  
around	
   colorectal cancer screening, that they didn’t even	
   know where their colons were.
So if you think about something that we might view as a really basic medical	
  decision for
people who aren’t trained	
  in	
  m edicine or aren’t educated	
   in	
  m edicine like many of us, this
is really complicated, jargon-‐y sort of information. And we also know that not only is it
complicated information but it’s a lot of information.
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This was a study that I did	
   with	
  some colleagues where we observed	
   consultations and	
  
communications between maternal fetal doctors and women who had their fetus
diagnosed with an abnormality. They were potential	
   candidates for in	
  utero fetal surgery.
We found that they were an hour-‐long and	
   the physicians talked	
   close to 90 percent of the
time, delivering important clinical	
  information about the prognosis, the diagnosis, what the
surgery would	
   be like, the risks and	
  the benefits to the fetus, the mom, and	
  short term and	
  
long term. I honestly have no idea how any of these women	
   remembered	
   or processed	
   any
of that information and it was al extremely important.
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Another interesting thing we found	
   in	
   this fetal surgery study and	
  this was that the women	
  
who had	
  higher levels of education	
   asked	
  m ore questions and	
   were more engaged. We did	
  
question	
   counting and	
   we saw that these women	
  had	
   more questions and	
  there was much	
  
more of a two-‐way dialog in those consultations.
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A second	
   important individual barrier that we should	
   be mindful of has to do with	
  language
barriers. There was an article published article in 2006 in the New England	
   Journal of
Medicine that brought up the point that 23 million	
  Americans have limited	
  English-‐
language proficiency. And	
   we know that for people who have limited	
  English-‐language
proficiency, they get worse	
  care, they are	
  less engaged in their care. And there	
  have	
   been
studies that showed that they are even reluctant to come back and visit the doctor again
and	
   seek care. That’s a huge issue to be mindful of when	
   we’re thinking about barriers to
engagement.
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Another overarching theme at the individual level that might cause some reluctance to be
engaged	
  is the broad	
   theme of culture and	
   values. The predominant theme here is the fact
that we seem to live in a culture that views healthcare providers as figures of authority.
There was an	
  excellent focus group	
   study of 48 patients done by F rosh	
   and	
  colleagues
where they found	
   three main	
  factors of reluctance. F irst was a feeling that deferring to the
docs was socially appropriate. They called this “doctor knows best.” Second, there was a
perception	
   that doctors could	
   be themselves authoritarian. And	
   then	
   third, a few expressed	
  
concern about being perceived as being “difficult.” Interestingly they found that this held
true even	
   for patients who were affluent or highly educated.
Recently I was studying with	
  m y colleagues decision	
   making around	
   end-‐of-‐life decisions,
where	
   end-‐stage heart failure patients are deciding whether they want a ventricular assist
device or not. We	
  interviewed a 45 people	
   who had one	
   of these	
   devices or were	
  m aking a
decision	
   about this device, and	
  also their caregivers. We looked	
   at when	
   they described	
  
how they made this medical decision, whether they deferred	
   to their providers. And	
   we
found	
   that 22 out of 45 interviewees said	
  that they made this decision	
   by just deferring to
their provider. This is serious end-‐of-‐life decision making and we’re still	
  seeing this sort of
deferential culture. An	
   example is this quote form a patient’s spouse, she said, “ They said	
  
that	
  the LVAD,” that’s this device, “is probably the best	
   way to go.	
  And I trust	
  these doctors
with his life and when they said that that’s what we decided. I really didn’t ask for statistics
or even really any details. I just went with what they said. They said it would work so I
trusted	
   them.” A really powerful quote.
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A second	
   point under this theme of culture and	
  values is that sometimes differences in	
  
culture between providers and patients can cause failure in communication or feelings on
the part of the patient that their voice isn’t welcome, understood, or heard. The Institute of
Medicine has stressed	
  the importance of cross-‐cultural training for this reason. Despite
this, one recent study demonstrated	
   that 41 percent of family medicine residents and	
  
eighty-‐three percent of surgery and	
   OB/GYN residents reported	
   receiving little or no
evaluation or training in cross cultural	
   communication and care. Another study found that
trust in	
   one’s physician	
   caused	
   patients to be more deferential their decision	
   making, but it
also caused	
   them to be more engaged	
  in	
  their healthcare, generally. So when	
   we think
about trust and	
  w hether that’s a good	
   thing or a bad	
  thing in	
  terms of patient engagement,
we might want to separate out the different things we mean	
   by engagement because we
could find different answers and that might be an interesting point for discussion.
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Moving on to contextual	
   barriers, one of the major factors is the issue of time; that is
patients having insufficient time with	
  their healthcare providers. Going back to the F rosh	
  
study with	
  the 48 focus group	
   participants, these participants frequently described	
   how
insufficient time with	
  their physicians impinged	
  on	
   their opportunity and	
  ability to ask
questions, voice concerns, or seek guidance as they deliberated	
   with	
  their physicians. One
patient said, “I don't know if the reason	
   why I was so poorly informed	
  w as because I didn’t
ask enough	
   questions or because they didn’t give me enough	
   information. It seems to me
everybody is in	
  a hurry and	
   I began	
  to feel guilty about taking up their time. And	
   after it’s all
over I think to myself why didn’t I ask them more questions?” S imilarly another participant
in	
  this study reflected	
   on	
   how the lack of time had	
   inhibited	
   their interaction, saying, “I
think the thing that inhibits people -‐-‐ you do feel a little self-‐conscious about the amount of
time that you	
   start taking when	
   you’re in	
   there because I really need	
   to talk about this and	
  
try to figure out all of the different nuances of it. And	
   then	
   you	
   get in	
  there and	
  you	
   start
talking and there’s a little bit of an internal	
   clock that starts to run. And I know for the
doctor there’s going to be an internal	
  clock too.” So patients are really conscious of the
power of time, how limited it is and that clearly makes them reluctant to engage in any
meaningful sort of way. We know from the study done by Ogden	
   and	
   colleagues that this
desire for more time actually results in them being less satisfied and having lower
intentions to comply. S o it’s pretty significant at any number of different levels.
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The final	
  barrier I’ll	
  talk about before turning to some potential	
   ways to overcome
reluctance, is the barrier of uncertainty. I don’t mean	
  m edical uncertainty because medical
uncertainty is always going to be there. I mean	
   the uncertainty that comes with	
  the
timeline – the clinical	
  diagnostic testing and how patients experience that timeline. Going
back to the study that we did	
   with	
  the end-‐stage heart failure patients who were being
evaluated	
   for this ventricular assist device, one of the surprising things that we found	
   was
that a good	
   number of these patients were being evaluated	
   for both	
   the assist device and	
  
transplant. Then	
   some of them were told	
  later, after the fact, “Oh	
   you’re not actually
eligible for transplant. You’re just making a decision	
   about this device or no device.” Then	
  
some	
  of them were	
  told they weren’t even eligible	
  for this device. So they’re	
   being
evaluated	
   for these options and	
   starting to engage in	
  decision	
   making about these options
and	
   then	
   certain	
  options are taken	
  off the table. We found	
   the same thing in	
  the fetal
center study with these hour-‐long consultations, when the clinicians would say, “Well,
hypothetically we might offer you	
   this or you	
   might have these risks or these benefits but
it’s contingent	
   on how these imaging tests or these lab tests turn out.	
   So we still have to
have you	
   go through	
   that before we know these pieces of information.” It is really difficult
for patients to engage in meaningful	
   way if it’s not clearly exactly what they’re making a
decision	
   about and	
   what the risks and	
  the benefits are. I’ll talk about this more in	
  the next
part of this talk.
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What can	
  w e do, some ideas from the evidence about how to increase participation.
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It is very important	
   to start	
  on the same page by gauging from the start, the patient’s desire
for how much	
   of role they want to play.
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There are validated instruments that you can use to measure how active a role a patient
wants to play. Then	
   clinicians can	
  sort of hold	
   themselves and	
  the patient to that
expectation; things may change and	
   that should	
   be part of an	
  open	
   dialog. B ut if you	
   know
going in that this patient wants to play really active role that should shape the way you
move forward with that	
  patient.	
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Under the heading of starting on the same	
  page, another important technique that might
help	
   is to start by asking the patients what they know and	
  understand. Often	
  w e do this to
check their level of understanding and that’s really important but I think there’s a second
way in	
  w hich	
  this helps as well. If you	
   have a patient who has already had	
   a bunch	
   of
consults with	
  other providers, your colleagues, or has done a lot of research	
   and	
   reading
and	
   they come in	
  w ith	
  the sort of spiel that they know that you’re about to give them then	
  
you can focus more on questions that the patient might actually have that matter to them
because we know from research	
   that the things that a physician	
   thinks a patient needs to
make an informed decision and what a patient actual	
  w ants to know, don’t always line up.
S o if you	
   can	
  create more time by bypassing the usual “spiel” and	
  get to more substantive
information, that could	
   be helpful.
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This has been	
   stressed	
  earlier today but the importance of explaining things by framing
information in multiple ways. This is, I think, big message that’s coming out of the
literature from the communication and behavioral	
   sciences -‐-‐ to frame things both	
   in	
  terms
of the survival and	
  the benefit. Give patients things in	
  terms of percentages and	
  
frequencies.
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And, give them the information in multiple modalities – words, graphs, pictures -‐-‐ so that	
  
depending on	
   what works best for the individual patient, they will have a better chance of
understanding what they need	
   to understand.
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In an earlier presentation we heard	
   about the importance of teach-‐back. How many times
has our doctor asked	
  us if we understand	
   what they told	
   us or if it was clear? Of course,
we all just nod	
   our heads yes, because no one really wants to speak up and	
   say no, that we
didn’t understand. That approach	
   doesn’t encourage a two-‐way exchange. Teach-‐back is a
much	
   more effective approach.
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We also need to use trained interpreters when appropriate. Most hospitals have them as a
ready resource and	
   they’re underutilized. And	
   then	
   another idea -‐-‐ if we could somehow
make it a social	
  norm that doctors ask patients about what’s important to them, or what
questions they have, and	
   that patients feel like that’s a normal thing, like they’re not being
a difficult patient when	
   they bring up those concerns or questions in	
  the clinical encounter.
That could	
   really help	
  patients be more engaged.
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Going back to the fetal surgery study and the hour-‐long information delivery session, give
patients things in writing but also how helpful	
   would it be if patients also received a
recording of those sessions that they could	
   take home and	
   listen	
  to and	
   process the
information a little bit at a time, at their own speed.
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You	
   know, decision	
   aids have had	
  a positive impact on	
   both	
   patients’ understanding of
information, their preparedness and	
   their involvement as well and	
   their level of shared	
  
decision-‐making with	
  the provider. Also, when	
  thinking critically about this issue of time
and	
   timing, I think we really need	
   to try to reduce the need	
   for quick decisions whenever
possible. These contexts, where the information	
   is not there or it’s not clear what’s being
offered	
  to you	
   and	
  then	
   all of a sudden	
   it’s there and	
   you’re asked	
   to make this quick
decision	
   -‐-‐ that’s not really productive; it won’t allow for patients to be engaged. We have
to figure out how to streamline things in a way that makes a little bit more sense.
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Options like telehealth or electronic resources such	
   as MyChart are great opportunities for
us to think about increasing patient engagement because they are safe spaces where a
patient can	
  go when	
   they had	
  a chance to think of more questions that maybe they didn’t
think of during the clinical encounter or maybe they didn’t have time to ask. They can	
   go
into these modalities and	
   ask questions that maybe they didn’t have time to have in	
  the
actual	
  face to face encounter.
The final	
  recommendation is the importance of social	
  and family support and involvement.
We didn’t specifically actually write about this finding in	
  any of our studies but I think
anyone involved	
   in	
  the research	
   team would	
   say one of the things we noticed	
   is that in	
  all
of these cases, when	
  patients had	
  a spouse, family member or caregiver to take on	
   the role
of being engaged	
  and	
  activated	
   a two-‐way street was facilitated even if the patient
themselves sort of didn’t feel	
  up to it or was overwhelmed. So a support system is really
useful recommendation	
   in	
   terms of increasing engagement.
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I would	
   like to ’ll	
  just talk about potential	
   research gaps. Going back to one of the first
slides talking the different ways in	
  w hich	
   patients can	
   be engaged, it would	
   be interesting
to think about whether being engaged at one level	
   makes it more likely that a patient might
be engaged at another level. For example, as we’re engaging patients more in research like
PCORI, does that carry over and	
   make them more comfortable in	
  being engaged	
  in	
  their
own healthcare decision-‐making.
Second, I think it’s really important that we establish a systematic and efficient approach to
encouraging patients to play a more active role in their health care. I’ve thrown up a
toolbox of potential	
   strategies that might work. But I think for busy clinicians if we can give
them a list or streamlined list of exactly what you should do” that would be really
important addition.
Finally, when	
   we talk about identifying patients whose preference for involvement is
authentic we need	
   to think about asking them upfront what kind	
   of role they want to play.
If somebody says, “Well, I don’t really want to play an active role,” we want to be able to
know that that is their authentic choice and	
  w hen	
   for those patients, we should	
   nudge
them into playing a more active role because it is important to their health outcomes.
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